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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.2.8 

 

General 

 CSIG-AGVEKD - The default value for Change wasn’t loaded in the procedure, if you had saved default 
values for Amount and Change in the Price Adjustment procedure.  

 SSTG-AJMCHQ - New registration of supplier/customer is improved if you use mandatory fields. 

 JEDS-AKNABN – It was possible to drag and drop documents on the Document viewing buttons with only 
viewing functionality in order procedures. This applies to the Document viewing button on the Main tab 
beside the Comment button that only shows comments entered on the customer/supplier. 

 FOHN-AKPFJ2 - If you dragged several e-mail messages to the Activities/ CRM/ SRM tabs, the linking 
became incorrect if the e-mail messages had exactly the same text in the Subject field. 

 FPEN-ALRH8D - AltGr + c will now insert ć and AltGr + Shift + c will now insert Ć into the Rich text editor 
that can be found for example at the bottom of the tabs Activities, CRM etc. 

 JELA-ALRHNE - If you placed the cursor in a hyperlink to delete a part of the text, the entire piece of text 
was deleted. Now it’s only possible to replace the entire hyperlink or paste text into the hyperlink by using 
the Info menu. It’s no longer possible to use the keyboard to edit and paste text into a hyperlink. Please 
note that text in existing links cannot be adjusted by the alternatives on the Info menu. You must adjust 

them manually by deleting the link and enter it again. The text editor can be found on Activities tabs and in 
the Update Instruction procedure. 

 SWIO-ALQD5R - Any file links were removed if a comment text to a Part was removed i.e. set to "empty" 
or null by MonAPI. Now will the comment texts be removed without affecting eventual file links. 

Manufacturing 

 FOHN-9BEHSA - The error message is improved if you use another EDI format than 32 in the Print 
Delivery Schedules – Subcontract procedure. 

 AKWK-AFSDGE - The material was added, but not the operation to an incorporated M-part during 
synchronization in the Adding / Replanning procedure. 

 PFLN-AL58X5 - A message about incorrect value could be displayed in the M-order Info linked procedure 
if you entered a digit quickly after using the short cut key F11. 

 FPEN-ALBBYK - All series weren’t displayed in the Capacity chart in the Loading / Work Center procedure 
if you used Russian language. 

Purchase 

 LREM-AE89NL - The shortcut keys on the Order link tab in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure 
didn’t work if you used other languages than Swedish. This is adjusted for the following languages: English, 
Danish, Norwegian and Finnish. 

 GÅNY-AJ7AL7 - An error message could be displayed if you combined the list type Coding by checking Total 

and then pressed Display list in the Invoice Basis (Purchase) procedure. 

 KFTM-AJSECZ - The Accounts Payable Analysis procedure with Age analysis used Voucher date instead 
of Preliminary coding date. 

 AFOG-AK9MVN - The form Order confirmation reminder in Crystal Reports format could be previewed, but 
not printed correctly. 
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 GÅNY-AKBEHJ - The Order number was displayed in the Specification field instead of in in the Order 
number field on the account when you linked supplier invoice basis in the Register Supplier Invoices 
procedure. This error could only occur in systems with Management accounting and without using the 
supplement EIM. 

 MJON-AKEDGV - ISO payments via Swedbank used incorrect Sender account if you changed Payment out 
account. 

 LAHM-AKFP3M - The message that is displayed if you try to send a payment file with a 0 sum is improved. 
That is if you send both a debit- and a credit invoice to the same supplier and the sum of these is zero. 

 CSIG-AKHDC5 - The status on the order row wasn’t changed when you made printouts of purchase orders 
with row type 9 (Tool rows). 

 MJON-AKHL6X - This only applies to systems used in Poland: Internal invoice Poland couldn’t display the 
invoice image if the order was registered with another supplier than on the invoice basis. 

 SHÖD-AKNJ9B - This only error could only occur in systems used in Poland with adaptation 674. An error 
message was displayed when you had selected Show… Only deleted in the Invoice Basis (Purchase) 
procedure and unchecked the check box (D) Deleted. 

 LAHM-AKXHSH - The payed currency amount was saved as Paid amount during confirmation of ISO 
payments from Nordea if you used Merge invoices and different Currency pockets. 

 SSÖG-AL69D9 - The Print EDI Delivery Schedules procedure without EDI data activated on the EDI link 
caused a message about locked EDI data table during printout. This could only occur if another user also 
used the EDI data table at the same time. 

 FOHN-ALJAZB - The Print Delivery Schedules procedure didn’t create any XML-files if the first supplier 
shouldn’t have any XML-file. That is, if the setting "Delivery schedule (only purchase sug.)" wasn’t 
activated under the Attach XML file button in the Update Supplier procedure.  

 SSÖG-ALKGVC - The first order row got incorrect quantity after import of Purchase order with alternate 
unit in the Import EDI Orders (Purchase) procedure. This occurred if the setting Show in alt. unit on the 
Planning tab in the Update Part – Inventory procedure was activated on the part. 

 FOHN-ALRCFY - The Import EDI Order Responses procedure didn’t display when Delivery period differed 
from Requested period. 

 FOHN-ALSKCB - Delivery address and GAN/cust. no. wasn’t changed in the Register Purchase Order 
procedure if you changed warehouse. 

 LAHM-ALTBBQ - Automatically added Alloy cost rows and Setup price rows on a Purchase order got 
incorrect VAT code. 

 LAHM-ALUAYZ - News: This only affects Nordea’s customers. We have according to Nordea’s specifications 
made a change in the ISO file (Bg- and Pg payments). 

 FPEN-ALYGDH - List type Standard was missing in the Order List – Purchase in systems without 
adaptation 554 - Service Order module 

Sales 

 SHÖD-AEGJLP - The Accounts Receivable Ledger procedure didn’t comply with the date format set in 

the Regional settings in Windows and could sometimes display incorrect date format. 

 MLAN-AGULNV - This only affects systems used in Malaysia: The invoice type Debit note Malaysia didn’t 
work if you used Crystal Reports forms. 

 SHÖD-AHNDLW – News: The Accounts Receivable Ledger procedure classified on Customer code, Cust. 
name or Due date can now display up to 10 digits long Invoice numbers. 

 SSTG-AHYDRZ - Manufacturing order for service will now be replanned if you select OK in the Register 
service window in the Register Customer Order procedure, no matter if any changes are made. This 
works similar as Confirm in the Configuration window. 
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 PFLN-AJ5AHK - Operations with 0 rest are not displayed on the Display List tab in the Resource Planning 
procedure. 

 CSIG-AJDDK2 - Materials that are added in the window Register service in the Register Customer Order 
procedure didn’t create any requirements in the Requirement Calculation and Run Netting procedures. 

 SSTG-AJMDEX - Owner history wasn’t saved in the Product register if you created Serial numbers during 
delivery reporting or during invoicing and the invoice was printed in the Print Invoices procedure. 

 GÅNY-AJNKE7 - The Setting "Add to invoice basis after delivery reporting" didn’t work properly in 
combination with Invoicing plan on Customer order. 

 SHYS-AJUGEQ – News that only applies to systems used in Denmark: Now you can export the Danish EU-
salg uden moms (EC Sales List) to file. This is activated by the new EDI link "228 - Export EC sales list - 
Denmark". 

 SSÖG-AKA9TJ - It wasn’t possible to save the import in the Import EDI Orders procedure if you imported 
a file that was flagged with changed order if you already had fully delivered an order row on the order. 

 FOHN-AKFCA8 - Package for some order rows could remain locked if you tried to unlock a delivery note in 
the Order List – Sales procedure. 

 SSÖG-AKGE67 - The order rows could be incorrectly renumbered if you inserted a new row in the Register 
Quote and Register Customer Order procedure. 

 FOHN-AKHHU7 - The loading of an existing customer order in the Register Customer Order procedure is 
improved. It’s easier to empty the Customer code field and then select an existing Order number without 
any information is loaded in the Header. 

 FOHN-AKJHL3 - An error message could be displayed if you created a new customer in the Update 
Customer procedure. 

 GÅNY-AKMG3G - The page orientation in the Invoice Basis (Sales) procedure is changed to portrait. 

 FOHN-AKMH9K - Now it’s possible to change Project number on a saved Customer order in the Import 
EDI Orders procedure. 

 SHÖD-AKMH77 - An error message could be displayed if you used any of the Total list types in the 
Invoicing Log procedure and selected Compare price: STPD (Standard price during delivery). 

 FOHN-AKPE9L - News: The XML-invoice from a customer order transferred order will export the 
Manufacturing company’s Purchase order number as Your order number. This only affects systems with the 
supplement Customer Order Transfer. 

 SSTG-AKQBWJ - The Pick list became empty if you classified on Customer code in the Delivery List 
procedure, list type Pick list and had several selection rows for Order number. 

 LAHM-AKQCXJ - The VAT amount per VAT code didn’t correspond with the total VAT amount on the invoice 
when using Factoring PAYEX Cusin format 235. 

 FOHN-AKQHBQ - Incorrect total amount was suggested in the Register Customer Order procedure if you 
changed/added order rows. This could only occur if you used total price on quote/customer order/invoice. 

 JEDS-AKYGN2 - The Delivery Schedule Log / Diff procedure, list type Total per week didn’t display 
current week. 

 PFLN-AKREM6 - The selection alternatives in the Resource Planning procedure didn’t work properly. 

 MJON-AKRHER - If you opened the Register Customer Order procedure and the first Customer you 
loaded had Invoice plan set as default and when you moved the cursor to the Order number filed, a 
message about saving the record was displayed. 

 FOHN-AKVATF - News: If the setting Create purchase order in sales company is set to Yes, the Purchase 
order number will be printed in the Goods label field on the Customer order in the Manufacturing company. 
The purchase order number will be included in export of the XML-invoice from the Manufacturing company, 
and then matched during registration of the supplier invoice in the Sales company. This only affects 
systems with the supplement Customer Order Transfer. 
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 FOHN-AKVCDN – News: We have implemented the new routing code for DSV Road, valid as of 21st of 
March 2017. 

 FPEN-AKVD22 - Selection on Service technician didn’t work properly in the Order List – Sales procedure. 

 GÅNY-AKYJK9 - This only applies to systems used in Estonia: The invoice number was loaded from 
incorrect field in the blackbox for E-invoice Estonia. 

 JELA-AL3A5X - It wasn’t possible to continue if you created project from the Register Customer Order 

procedure and shut down the Register Project procedure before the window and procedure were 
completely loaded. 

 FOHN-AL3LEL - Now it’s possible to empty the field Customer code and select an existing Order number in 
the Register Invoices Directly procedure. 

 FPEN-ALBKKW - The link to blanket order wasn’t removed when you changed row type from 1 to 5 in the 
Register Customer Order procedure. 

 PFLN-ALDHP5 - Procedure ID is implemented for the Service Summary procedure. 

 SSÖG-ALLF64 - XML files (with format number 420) created from MONITOR for MONITOR-to-MONITOR 
weren’t possible to import with an EDI link in format 420 by using the Import EDI Orders procedure. 

 FOHN-ALQ932 - It wasn’t possible to check the check box Create order if you had a row type 4 row at the 
top of the rows in the Register Quote procedure. It was only possible to create an order of the entire 
quote. 

 CSIG-ALQGEK - Row type 4 got quantity in the To pick column in the Delivery List procedure, list type 
Pick list when you classified on Customer code. 

 FPEN-ALTA9D - The operations weren’t printed on the Service report if the reporting of the operations 
didn’t have a comment registered. This occurred if Show log was selected in the Print Service Report 
procedure. This error could only occur if you used Crystal Report forms. 

 FOHN-ALU95E - News: Now it’s possible to reload active record by using Ctrl + w on a saved order in the 
Import EDI Orders procedure. 

Inventory 

 SHYS-AJJKF7 - This only affects Norway and Germany: Mailing address will now be displayed on the left 
side on the Norwegian and German Comprehensive Document (Subcontract) forms. 

 LSTC-AJLBWN - It wasn’t possible to only display a number of Warehouses in the Change warehouse 
window in the Part List – Inventory procedure. Instead all warehouses were displayed. This error could 
only occur in systems with the supplement Warehouse Management. 

 PFLN-AL4CG7 - News: Validation on correct Part number is implemented in the Update Product Register 
procedure. One reason for this validation is to make the upgrade to MONITOR G5 easier. 

 PFLN-AL4CPR - News: A control if the Part is registered with a serial number will be made when you 
remove parts. 

 PFLN-ALMB9C - A program error occurred in the Update Product Register procedure if the field Installed 
by contained more than 35 characters. 

Machine Integration 

 AFOG-ALSG2B - Monitor Backup displayed an incorrect message during backup and validation of the MI-
database, due to the name of the data base file. Machine Integration is a supplement to MONITOR. 

Workshop Info 

 PPEN-A83AS9 - It wasn’t possible to design your own PopUp Work center in the Priority Planning 
procedure. 
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 PPEN-AJJJ9Y - Salary type Hours + Date didn’t work if you used salary export with format Mepco from the 
Salary Basis procedure. 

 PFLN-ALMAF9 - An error message could be displayed in the Planning Board procedure if the Work center 
code contained eight or more characters. Maximum numbers of characters for Work center code are 8. 

 JLÖR-ALMB2B - A program error could occur if you selected on Work center with eight characters in the 
Planning Board procedure. 

Accounting 

 LREM-AJBDSS - An adjustment regarding To period in the Print Accrual Accounting procedure could 
cause that incorrect information regarding which Accrual accountings were remaining on the Accrual 
account. 

 SHÖD-AJRBZC - If you changed name on the first income in the Register Basic Data Project procedure, 
the change wasn’t displayed on the Project report in the Register Project procedure. 

 SHÖD-AKJBUZ - It wasn’t possible to select a work center that contained letters in the Register Fixed Asset 
procedure and then save. 

 GÅNY-AKUCLG - The Print Accrual Accounting procedure didn’t display Customer invoices created from 
agreements with Accrual accounting made the period when the invoice was coded. They were displayed 
from the start period of the Accrual accounting. 

 GÅNY-AKYFZH - The phrases Page and Period in the header on the reports in the Report Generator 
procedure weren’t translated to other languages. 

 LAHM-AL6FDR - The date format for Project time in the Register Project procedure didn’t comply with the 
date format set in the Regional settings in Windows. 

General Settings 

 PFLN-AHWKCK - Start page components of the type Chart could display incorrect chart type. 

 SHÖD-AKUH2E - News: The Charts of account BAS 2017 is added in MONITOR. Please Note! The Create 

Chart of Accounts procedure is used only at system startup and never when changing chart of accounts 
during an ongoing accounting year. To change chart of accounts you can use the Rename Account 
procedure. There you will also find the new chart of account type. You can also see the new chart of 
account under the BAS accounts tab in the Chart of Accounts procedure. 

Electronic Invoice Management 

 KFTM-AH9DW4 - An error message could be displayed if you tried to authorize a pre-coded row by using 
the + button. If the invoice wasn’t pre-coded and the signer added a coding, it wasn’t possible to authorize 
this row (coding). This could only occur in systems with the supplement Electronic Invoice Management 
(EIM). 

 LREM-ALUBUL - It wasn’t possible to add annotations on the invoice image when the invoice was registered 
if you used an Alternative viewer. This could only occur in systems with the supplement Electronic Invoice 
Management (EIM). 

Management Accounting 

 LAHM-ALDHYB - An error message could be displayed when you made the posterior coding of the 
manufacturing order log. This could only occur if you had Planned quantity 0 on a Manufacturing order. 
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Product Configurator 

 CSIG-AJMDVX – News: A quantity calculated by a Quantity formula in the Product Configurator that later 
on is changed manually will keep the quantity that is manually entered. To recalculate the quantity by the 
Quantity formula once again, you will have to change to another selection and change again. 

 CSIG-AKPCEE - A program error occurred if you made a calculation on a Part that no longer was configured 
in the Calculate Configured Rows procedure. 

 CSIG-AKQEPG - During certain circumstances could an error occur when you transferred Customer order to 
the Manufacturing company, if the configuration contained an inserted text row. This only applies to 
systems with the supplements Product configurator and MONITOR Customer Order Transfer. 
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